archeologists have known this for some time, much of the ceramic evidence for prehistoric Caddoan trade and exchange with other Native Americans has not been systematically compiled and studied, as became apparent during a recent review of the prehistoric and historic aboriginal pottery in Texas (Perttula et al. 1995) . Consequently, Caddoan archeologists are not yet in the position to confidently discuss the scope, timing, or direction of trade/exchange between Caddoan groups and surrounding non-Caddoan communities, or explore changes in the nature of social and economic relationships hctween particular Caddo groups and other prehistorrc peoples.
This paper represents part of our initial efforts to hegin systematically compiling archeological information on the distribution and character of Caddo ceramic sherds and vessels outside what is considered the southern Caddoan archaeological area (Perttula 1996:Figure l ) . In it, we report on Early and Late Caddo ceramics found by Dr. Ernest R.
Martin at two sites along the Red River in North Central Texas, some 130 km or more west of the westernmost Caddo settlements on the Red River in Northeast Texas.
Although the sites are in the Red River valley, in the larger sense, both sites that we _describe here.m:e.inlbe Eastern .Cross... Timbers. This. is .a narrow.band of sandy, rolling and dissected hills covered with oaks but interspersed with pockets of tall-grass prairie (Prikryl 1990) . Late Prehistoric sites (ca. A.D. 700-1700) in this area are common in the Red River valley, along the headwaters of the Trinity River, and along Cross Timbers-prairie boundaries (see Prikryl 1990:79, 82 The site is just upstream of the confluence of Big Mineral Creek and the Red River. The bowl, found first in 1987 by Terry Zunk, was scattered down the steep lake bank about 30 meters east of the bridge. They had probably been washed or eroded out from higher up the terrace, and some of the sherds were found among the large boulders around the edge of the bridge during construction. Martin and Zunk returned to the site three times, finding additional sherds each time. None of the sherds were ever found in situ, and the only other archeological finds were a few lithic flakes.
The Crockett Curvilinear Incised globular bowl (Suhm and Jelks 1962:Plate 16d, f) is comprised of 18 sherds that join to make eight larger sherds; the largest sherd segment is 13.5 em wide and 8.4 em in length (Figure la). The bowl was tempered with grog and pulverizedlhurned bone; an occasional hematite chunk (some ranging up to 3 mm in size) was also employed as an aplastic. The paste texture is coarse and lumpy, with large temper particles.
Its color is light reddish brown with dark brown fire clouds on both exterior and interior surfaces. Paste color ranges from completely oxidized to completely reduced, suggesting poor control of the firing environment. The surface finish is smoothed on the exterior, and patches of burnishing are evident. The interior, however, is unsmoothed, with clay lumps (from incompletely smoothed coils) protruding from the surface, and it is pocked from temper erosion.
The sherd body wall thickness ranges from 8.5-9 mm near the base of the body wall, and 6-6.5 mm near the top of the body wall. This is consistent with the body thickness range described by Suhm and Jelks (1962:31 ) .
The decoration on the vessel consists of 44-46 mm diameter incised circles filled either with herniconical or small round punctates, with small diameter (15 mm) incised but plain circles within the larger circle (Figure la-b) . Extending from the incised/punctated 
Concluding Comments
The recovery of sherds from Caddo vessels in the Lake Perino 1994 Perino , 1995 , and this is surely the source of the sherds found by Ernest Martin some 20+ years ago.
